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Abstract

Designing an online exchange system presents a challenging undertaking, especially when that system is expected

to be decentralized and its members fully autonomous. To facilitate the system architecture and protocol design, it

is important to understand the behavior of the users and the impact system parameters play on their actions.

In this paper we identify key attributes that drive the actions of users of trading systems, whether they are

cooperative, selfish, or malicious. We then present an economic model that captures the behavior of peers in a

system that employs incentive schemes and reputation systems to mitigate the effects of freeriding and misbehavior.

I. INTRODUCTION

The benefit of trade depends on the fact that when two parties exchange goods or services, each one’s value for

the good they obtained outweighs the value of the good they lost. This is especially true in online resource trading

systems where the low cost of trading digital goods, which can be perfectly copied, is measured in bandwidth and

CPU, as in current peer-to-peer networks. While the current P2P model of allowing peers to freely acquiring goods

while only optionally contributing may work for file-sharing, where the goods can be duplicated and uploaded at

virtually no cost, it will not encourage the exchange of more valuable resources. As it is, cost of computation

or bandwidth resources and fear of legal repercussions convinces many users of peer-to-peer systems to stop

contributing to the network while continuing to use its services. As the fraction of freeriders [1] grows, cooperative

users, who have shared goods or resources in the past, will be dissuaded from participating in the future when they

cannot locate resources they desire.

To combat freeriding and encourage users to exchange a wider variety of goods, a system should enforce some

form payment per transaction. Much research has gone into incentive schemes that encourage users to share files

and resources with other peers through payment mechanisms. These payment mechanisms reward contributors with

access to other peers’ resources, improved service, or money (e.g. [11] [18] [8] [19]). For example, BitTorrent [3]

peers download a file in small chunks. Peers that do not upload chunks they have collected to others will quickly

find their download rate severely throttled.

Unfortunately, incentive mechanisms encourage some users to “cheat” the system by providing unacceptable

service to others in order to increase their personal gain. Additionally, malicious users often provide incorrect

service or invalid resources in order to purposefully harm peers or disrupt the system. To them, the damage they



cause is a reward in itself. Trading systems, such as eBay [7], employ reputation systems as a means of distinguishing

well-behaved productive users from the selfish or malicious peers [20] [13] [10].

There many ways a software designer can implement an online trading system. Each design choice involves

trade-offs that are not yet completely clear. For example:

How should peers choose among trusted and untrusted service providers? How do peers use reputation

information to choose who to transact with? A system must balance avoiding bad peers with giving new peers the

opportunity to participate. Our analysis shows that while the selection method has little effect on the long-term

profit rates of well-behaved agents, it does influence whether malicious peers profit in the system or not.

Should a peer’s reputation reflect the amount of cooperation or purely the quality of their cooperation? If

the trust strategy measures only the quality of a peer’s interactions, then malicious peers can gain a high reputation

from a few small transactions and then defect on large transactions. Using two separate scalar metrics would be

pointless because we want all peers ordered relative to each other within the given context. We find that calculating

trust solely by the proportion of good work done does not effectively deter misbehavior.

How easy or difficult should it be for a new user to join the system? Should users pay an entrance fee to join

the system as insurance against possible malicious behavior? How much should we trust new peers? If the initial

trust is too high, then malicious peers can profit, at least in the short run. If initial trust it too low, good new peers

will never be able to contribute and raise their reputation. Given specific values for the system parameters (e.g.

expected payoff from maliciousness) we can calculate an initial trust so that malicious peers are not expected to

profit at all. If we charge an initial entrance fee, then we can slightly raise the initial trust so that good peers begin

generating profit faster, while malicious peers are still not expected to generate sufficient profit as to outweigh the

entrance cost.

Should a user reply to queries from only trusted peers? Peers may decide whether to respond to a service request

based on the reputation of the requestor. Tying service responses to requestor reputation improves the expected

performance for good peers when the system is highly loaded with requests.

For each of these questions, what are the implications of various solutions in terms of fairness, profitability and

vulnerability to misbehavior?

To address these, and many other, questions we have developed a mathematical model for peer behavior in trading

system that employs per transaction payments and a reputation system. Note, we are not modeling or analyzing

any specific existing mechanism. Instead, we strive to develop an abstract model that is simple and general enough

to analyze design issues and facilitate system engineers.

The following section defines terms and lists our assumptions. Section III describes our basic economic system

model. In Section IV, we present a time-based analysis of our model. Section VII discusses variations to specific

components of the model, which we then develop into our generalized economic model in Section VIII. Finally,
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we conclude in Section XII.

II. ASSUMPTIONS AND DEFINITIONS

The basic unit of work in a trading system is one party acquiring a resource or service from another party. We

will refer to this as a transaction. A transaction may or may not involve a transfer of payment in exchange for

the resource or service. To distinguish between when a peer participates in a transaction by providing the resource

(server) or acquiring it (client), we will refer any transaction a peer serves as a contribution and any transaction a

peer requests as an acquisition. For brevity we will refer to the goods, services, resources, etc., acquired through

one transaction as a resource.

Our system model is that of a group or network of users or nodes1 that exchange resources with each other.

From now on, we will refer to the users or nodes in the system generically as peers.

We assume a trusted reputation system collects the results of the transactions (whether they succeed or fail and the

quality or validity of the acquired resource) in order to calculate a reputation rating for the peers involved. A peer

uses these ratings to determine which of the other peers offering the needed content to contact. Well-behaved peers

will in general prefer to interact with “reputable” peers. Below, we explain how these assumptions are expressed

in our economic model.

We refer to any peer who has not previously participated in a transaction, and its identity is unknown to the

reputation system, as a stranger [8]. A stranger may be a newcomer to the system or a whitewasher, a peer who

has changed its identity in order to reenter the system with no history of its past behavior.

A. Utility

The goal of each peer in a trading system is to increase its “utility” (defined formally below), by acquiring

resources which it values more than they cost the peer to acquire. In many cases, the utility of an acquisition

is completely subjective (e.g. the sentimental value of a song purchased from iTunes [2]). Likewise, the cost of

contributing is dependent on the peer. For example, a student in a college dorm may have free high-speed Internet

access, while someone else pays a monthly fee for a fraction of that bandwidth. We make a couple of assumptions

for simplicity:

• The full utility gain or cost of a transaction can be expressed in a general unit of utility, denoted by the symbol

u.

• All peers gain the same utility from an acquisition and suffer the same cost in utility for a contribution, though

some peers are capable of contributing more than others.

1We use node to indicate a user’s virtual identity in the exchange system. One user may acquire several system identifiers and thus control

several nodes [6]. A node’s behavior may also differ from its user’s if the user’s machine has been compromised (e.g. infected by a virus).
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B. Time

Our model characterizes how a peer’s utility changes over time while participating in the online trading system.

We discuss how a peer’s behavior in a unit of time influences its utility and choices for the next interval. Thus, we

describe our model in the context of discrete time units. When we refer to a given variable F in two different units

of time, we use F [i] and F [j] to denote the difference. For brevity, we leave off this notation if all time-varying

parameters refer to their values at the end of the same unit of time.

In Section IV, we represent the time-varying parameters with continuous-time functions. In this case we use

parenthetical notation to denote the value of a parameter at a specific time (e.g. F (t)).

III. FORMAL MODEL

Now, we present a general mathematical model for the behavior of peers in a peer-to-peer system. This model

illustrates the effect of both the incentive scheme and reputation system on a peer’s decisions whether to contribute

positively or not.

In naı̈ve exchange systems freeriders profited because the amount of services one could request from the system

was decoupled from what they contributed. The following equation demonstrates how a particular peer i’s profit

changes over a given period of time.

P [t] = kvA[t]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

income

−kcC[t]− κ
︸ ︷︷ ︸

cost

(1)

We break down the characteristics affecting each peer’s strategy in the system into the following three parameters:

utility, contributive capacity, and acquisition rate.

• Utility (U ) is the total value (in utility units u) of all resources available to a peer, including its monetary

wealth. We denote a peer’s total utility when it enters the trading system as U(0) and assume a peer does not

change its utility through factors external to the system once it joins.

Profit is the amount a peer’s utility changes in a unit of time and is denoted by P = ∆U . Profit is the utility

gained by a peer from using the system (its income) minus the cost of participation. Factors that increase

income include resources acquired and payments, or other incentives, received. Factors that increase cost

include resources expended (e.g. bandwidth) and payments made if purchasing resources. Because we are

generally more interested in the change in a peer’s utility from using the system, than its absolute utility, we

tend to use the term “profit” more than “utility”.

• A peer’s contributive capacity (C), in general, indicates the number of transactions it can serve (contribute)

in a unit of time. The contributive capacity takes into account, for example, the rate a peer can answer queries

and upload files. For typical freeriders, C = 0 as they provide no files or services.

For now, we assume a peer’s contributive capacity remains constant in a given unit of time . Changes to its

capacity are directly initiated by the user and not affected by the system.
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Fig. 1. Relationship between a peer’s profit rate and the number of peers in the network.

For convenience, we bound C to a normalized range of [0, 1] where 1 represents the maximum contributive

capacity any peer. In a real-world system, while any peer can lower their C to 0, not all can raise it to 1 (e.g.

bandwidth constraints).

• Acquisition Rate (A) is the number of resources a peer can acquire in one unit of time. Similar to the

contributive capacity, we bound A to a normalized range of [0, 1]. Though not necessarily true in real systems,

we assume A is not dependent on C (or vice versa) due to resource constraints (e.g. same bandwidth for uploads

and downloads).

When dealing with a specific named peer we will subscript the above variables with the peer’s id (e.g. Ti for

peer i trust). The equations we present in this section all deal with the effects a single peer’s factors (U , T , C,

A) have on each other. Therefore, for brevity, we will leave off the subscripted id, unless specifically referring to

interaction between two distinct peers.

In Equation 1, kvA represents the peer’s income from resources it acquired (e.g. the number of download times

the value of the downloads to the peer, denoted by the constant kv), while kcC is the cost suffered by the peer for

contributing C amount of resources (kc is the cost of contributing one unit of C). κ is a low fixed cost peers pay

for belonging to the network (e.g. cost of bandwidth per unit time for doing basic routing, or subscription fee). The

equation is maximized when C is zero, or no contribution is made. Therefore, peers are encouraged to be selfish

and freeride in order to maximize their profit.

We ignore the effect the number of peers participating in the exchange system (n) has on any single peer’s ability

to acquire or contribute resources. For low values of n, peers may have difficulty locating the resources they need.

However, for large enough n, there is sufficient resource availability that the bottleneck in acquiring resources is

the requesting peer itself. For simplicity, our model assumes the system is operating in this saturated scenario to

the right of the dashed line in Figure 1.
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A. Incentive Schemes

The reason why freeriding thrives in the naı̈ve model is because the acquisitions a peer is allowed is independent

of their level of contribution. To discourage freeriders, a trading system will employ some incentive scheme so

that the amount of resources a peer can acquire is directly related to the amount of resources it contributes to the

system. An incentive scheme is a set of rules of behavior, enforced by a centralized mechanism or a distributed

protocol, that encourage peers to contribute to the trading system in order to increase the utility they gain from the

system.

For our model we abstract all incentive schemes as a policy of payments for using system services (i.e. acquiring

resources). This payment is typically earned by contributing resources to the system.

P = kvA
︸︷︷︸

value of
acquiring

− kpA
︸︷︷︸

cost of
acquiring

+ kpC
︸︷︷︸

payment for
contributing

− kcC
︸︷︷︸

cost of
contributing

− κ (2)

In Equation 2, peers are paid proportionally to their contribution (kpC). We can think of kp as the price other

peers pay for each normalized unit of contribution expressed in units of utility (u) in the equation. kc remains the

same, the cost a peer incurs for contributing. For each acquisition, a peer pays a price of kp, but gains an average

utility of kv from it.

We expect peers to be rational and thus only acquire resources whose acquisition will increase their utility. Thus,

we assume that the utility of the resources acquired is greater than the utility of the price paid (kv > kp) or else

the peer would not have purchased the resource through the system.

For purposes of discussion, we will assume the incentive scheme requires each peer to pay the resource provider

for any resource it acquires using a common trading system currency we call credits, whose generation and

distribution is managed by the system. Using a distinct currency for transactions allows us to cleanly decouple

the resource acquisition and contribution functions and apply the concept of “price” to each transaction. We also

assume a global exchange rate between credits and utility exists, rx. For instance, if kp = 2 and rx = 10, then

a peer with a contributive capacity of 1 will earn 20 credits per unit of time, worth 2u. A peer with C = 0.5

would make 10 credits worth 1u. However, the two are not necessarily directly exchangeable (as we shall see in

Section III-B).

For simplicity, we will assume that all resources in the system are priced the same in credits. Later, we will add

price variability into our model.

We see in Equation 2 that a peer can generate credits by contributing, and that it can only acquire resources by

spending credits. Consequently, a peer’s acquisition rate appears to be at least loosely related to its contributive

capacity, as is the goal of the incentive scheme. In the next section, we discuss specific methods for tightening or

relaxing the relation between A and C.
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B. Currency Scenarios

The amount of resources a peer can purchase is limited by many credits it has available.2 We now introduce

three scenarios representing different methods of treating credits and payments in the system. Each scenario will

impose its own additional restrictions to the incentive model.

In the first scenario a peer can purchase resources using its full utility. We assume peers can freely purchase

credits from or sell credits back to the system using some real-world currency. We further assume all of a peer’s

utility can be converted to this currency and used for purchasing credits in the system. Then the amount of resources

a peer can acquire is limited only by its current total utility, which can be expressed as

U [t− 1] ≥ kpA[t] (3)

where U [t− 1] is a peer’s total utility at the beginning of the unit of time t. Though the peer gains an additional

kpC − kcC of utility during that time, we assume that all purchases are initiated at the beginning of the interval,

simplifying our evaluation.

However, if the system does not allow credits to be purchased nor sold directly, a peer is limited to using only

the credits it has earned from earlier contributions plus any additional credits it has saved previously. In the second

scenario, peers can only purchase resources with the credits they have earned and saved from contributions. Let

Si[t] be the current credits saved up by peer i from contributions at the end of time interval t. We now have the

following two equations instead.

S[t− 1] + kpC ≥ kpA[t] (4)

∆S = kpC − kpA[t] (5)

Equation 4 states that the amount of credits a peer pays for resources in a time unit cannot exceed the number of

credits saved up plus what it earned from cooperating in that same unit of time. Equation 5 demonstrates how a

peer’s credit balance (the amount of credits saved up) changes over time.

We have presented two scenarios, depending on whether the incentive scheme allows credits to be freely purchased

or not. We refer to a system governed by Eq. 3 as the common currency scenario, while a system following Eq. 4

and 5 will be called disjoint currency scenario. “Common currency” refers to the fact that credits in the system are

freely exchangeable with currency outside the system, so that it can be thought of as a single currency. “Disjoint

currency” stresses the fact that credits can only be earned or spent within the system by providing or acquiring

resources. We still include the credit payments received or made in our utility equation because they represent the

potential utility we would gain by purchasing resources with the credits.

2For now, we assume peers cannot “borrow” credits from the system
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A third scenario, which will be the most useful for analysis and discussion, assumes that in each time interval

peer spends exactly as many credits as it earned cooperating, which is expressed by the following equality:

kpC[t] = kpA[t] (6)

The disjoint currency scenario discussed before assumes credits cannot be exchanged to or from the system for

real-world currency so credits are only useful within the system for purchasing resources. Consequently, we expect

peers to spend all their saved credits on resources before leaving the system. Thus, for a sufficiently large time

interval, we expect Equation 6 holds for any rational peer in the disjoint currency scenario. Accordingly, we call

this third scenario the long-term disjoint currency scenario. With this model a peer’s credit balance does not change

and can be assumed to be 0 between intervals and ignored. Because credits are worthless outside the system peers

will spend all their credits. Therefore, the system does not need to enforce this policy as peers will seek to carry

it out in their own self-interest to maximize profit.

Obviously, because kp is a constant, A = C. We can now substitute C for A in the term for the value of acquired

resources in Equation 2, kvA, giving us kvC. We can now simplify Equation 2 for the long-term disjoint currency

scenario by cancelling out the equal terms and substituting:

P = kv(
kp

kp
C)−

�
��kpA +

�
��kpC − kcC − κ

= kvC − kcC − κ

(7)

Constant kv represents the total income gained for each unit contributed, either in value of resources acquired or

credits received but not spent. As long as the incentive system guarantees that kv > kc peers are motivated to

contribute more resources and not freeride.

C. Trust

Unfortunately, malicious peers insist on distributing bad content to other peers, profiting from harming the system.

To capture this effect we divide the contributive capacity into good capacity CG and bad capacity CB . The latter

includes resources devoted to disrupting the system. Of course, C = CG + CB . We incorporate the effect of

malicious peers in our profit model from Equation 2 in the following formula:

P = πgkvA− kpA + kmCB + kpC − kcC − κ (8)

In Equation 8, πg represents the fraction of the nodes in the system that are well-behaved (not malicious). We would

expect this same fraction of requested transactions to complete successfully. Therefore, we only gain utility from a

πg fraction of the resources we purchase. Now that malicious peers are sharing bogus resources a fraction 1− πg

of each peers’ requested transactions will be worthless. This decreases the utility of acquired resources to πgkvA.

In addition to being paid for all their contributed resources, malicious peers gain additional utility from causing

damage with the bad contributions (CB). The parameter km quantifies the additional value bad nodes gain from
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Fig. 2. Representation of a reputation system’s role in a trading network. Transaction observations update peer reputations maintained in

the trust vector. Reputation information is then used by peers in transactions to improve expected utility.

harming the system with their bad content. If we assume km > 0 for malicious peers, then it is in their interest to

increase CB to maximize profit, resulting in C = CB and CG = 0. For well-behaved nodes km = 0 and C = CG.

Earlier, when we introduced the long-term disjoint currency scenario we saw that an incentive scheme promotes

peers to contribute if it can guarantee that kv > kc. Now the loss of profit due to bogus resources will lower the

expected income from acquisitions by a factor of 1− πg. Consequently, if πgkv ≯ kc good peers will be motivated

to stop contributing or leave the network altogether.

For completeness, we may want to account for any additional cost incurred by a malicious peer for sharing

any amount of good resources (CG > 0). We can subtract an extra term kmgCG to Equation 8, representing any

unhappiness the malicious peer may get for contributing useful resources to the system. Because we feel that in

most situations either kmg ' 0 and/or CG ' 0, we will ignore this factor.

Note, Equation 8 assumes that resource providers are paid for their resources before the purchaser is able to verify

the validity or value of the resource acquired. This is expressed by the payments received term (kpC) indicating

payment for all contributions, not just good contributions. Likewise, the payments made term (kpA) denotes that

all acquisitions were paid for, while only a fraction πg received were good. If instead we assumed peers paid after

verifying the validity of resources (or could reliably revoke their payments), then a peer would only be paid for

the good resources it provided (kpCG) and it would only pay for the fraction of resources that were valid (πgkpA).

This difference would yield instead the following equation.

P = πgtkvA− πgtkpA + kmCB + kpCG − kcC − κ (9)

We do not believe we can expect peers to be able to verify the validity of resources before paying for them. A

system of payment revocation (as we have with credit cards) may be possible, but if the malicious peer has already

spent the credits it received, it would be difficult to exact a currency-based penalty. Therefore, we continue our

economic model based on Equation 8.

To combat malicious nodes we deploy reputation systems. Reputation systems can be abstracted as two separate

mechanisms (illustrated in Figure 2).

1) A centralized authority or distributed protocol, represented by the eye, tracks every peer’s positive and negative
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contributions and modifies that peer’s trust rating based on their past and present contributions. The structure

containing reputation information for each peer is labelled a trust vector in Fig. 2. We refer to the model of

this mechanism as the trust model.

2) Peers can access the trust vector to fetch the ratings of peers offering the resource they desire and take into

account the expected risk of bad service (given each provider’s reputation) when selecting the provider from

which to fetch the resource. We refer to the representation of the second mechanism as the profit model.

Modeling the first mechanism is dependent on the method in which trust is computed, which is system-specific.

Therefore, we need an equation for how a peer’s trust rating changes based on its contributions. A peer’s trust rating

or reputation may be derived in three ways: from the quantity it contributes, the quality of its contributions, or a

combination of the two. We will ignore the first method, as basing reputation purely on the quantity is obviously

counter-productive, as a malicious peer that contributes a lot of bad work will attain a high reputation. Basing the

trust rating purely on the quality of contributions can be effective but does not completely capture the value a peer

brings to the network. For example, we may consider a peer that contributes twice as much good work as another

peer to be more reputable. In addition, malicious peers can take advantage of the trust mechanism by providing

good resources on one or two small transactions, then defecting on a larger or more costly transaction. Therefore,

the trust equation we will study combines both quantity and quality measurements. However, we will compare our

proposed strategy to a purely quality-based strategy in Section VII-B.

We present one particular “∆T ” formula below that exhibits many useful properties. We discuss these properties

in Section IV-A and present a more generalized ∆T model in Section VIII.

To utility, contributive capacity and rate of acquisition, we add a fourth parameter indicating a peer’s reputation:

• Trust (T ) represents the perceived reliability or reputation of a node by its peers. Trust is quantified by the

peer’s rating in the reputation system. Depending on the reputation system, the reputation value range may

be bounded or unbounded, but for our model we assume a peer’s trust is between 0 and 1, with 1 meaning a

peer is most reputable. A peer’s initial trust rating when it enters the system will be referred to as T (0) and

assume that it is equal for all newcomers.

The second mechanism must be modeled by the profit equation and must take into account the effects on utility

of both using reputation when choosing resource providers and a peer’s own reputation on its ability to contribute

to the system.

We augment Eq. 8 to express one specific way in which peers use trust ratings to increase their profits (mechanism

2).

P = πgtkvA− kpA + (kmCB + kpC − kcC)T − κ (10)

In Equation 10, parameter πgt is the fraction of transactions requested from well-behaved peers who are likely

to reply correctly. Unlike πg in Equation 8, πgt must take into account that a peer will choose to interact with
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reputable peers, decreasing the probability of contacting malicious peers. Therefore, we expect πgt > πg. In fact,

πgt is likely to be close to 1.

In Eq. 10, a peer’s reputation T affects how much of its system contribution C is accessed by other peers. Peers

a more likely to purchase resources from reputable peers. As stated earlier, a peer’s trust T is bounded between

0 and 1. To model the role reputation plays on a peer’s ability to sell resources in Eq. 10 we multiply each term

relating to a peer’s contribution C, by T . Thus, T determines the fraction of the contribution which is used by other

peers and thereby generating credits and, in the case of malicious nodes, disseminating bad content. Eq. 10 presents

one specific relation between trust and the rate of contribution (linearly proportional). This relation is sufficiently

simple to illustrate our intuition and allow us to perform some interesting analysis. We discuss the generalized form

of this relation between trust and profit in Section VIII.

If we apply the long-term disjoint currency scenario, we can simplify Equation 10. By applying the same reasoning

used to derive Eq. 7 from Eq. 2 to Eq. 10 we get

P3 = (πgtkvC + kmCB − kcC)T − κ (11)

where the subscript 3 indicates this equation corresponds to our third scenario, long-term disjoint currency. This

equation will be useful in our analysis of utility over time in Section IV-B.

Previously, our discussion of long-term disjoint currency indicated that an incentive scheme will promote coop-

eration if, in general, kv > kc. When we introduced malicious peers, the dissemination of bogus resources reduced

the fraction of good resources acquired to πg. As noted earlier, well-behaved peers would only be encouraged to

contribute if πgkv > kc, which may not be the case. Consequently, good peers would begin leaving the network,

further decreasing the probability of locating good resources, causing the network to collapse. By introducing a

reputation system we expect the probability of acquiring a good resource, πgt, to be close to 1. If so, then the

inequality πgtkv > kc is likely to hold for all good peers in the network, assuming kv > kc. Once again, the

incentive system will encourage cooperation.

We now look at representing the first mechanism of the reputation system; computing trust based on peer behavior.

As stated above, a peer’s reputation rating is determined by the quality and/or quantity of positive and negative

contributions. There are many ways by which an actual reputation system expresses a peer’s reputation given their

behavior. Here, we present a specific formula for updating a peer’s trust that is intuitive, maintains T between 0

and 1, and displays characteristics beneficial to reputation systems, discussed in Section IV-A. We evaluate other

choices in Section ??.

∆T = (rgCG(1− T )− rbCBT )T (12)

Equation 12 demonstrates how trust changes over time. Trust increases with positive interactions (CG) and

decreases with negative interactions (CB). Constants rg and rb indicate the effect each unit of cooperation has
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on a peer’s trust value; from either positive or negative contributions, respectively, though both constants will be

between 0 and 1. For example, we would most likely want to lower a node’s reputation more for each bad file

uploaded we reward it for each good file uploaded. Consequently, we may set rb to 1 and rg to 0.25. We would

also expect a peer’s reputation to increase less for good behavior as it becomes more reputable. Inversely, we would

want a peer’s reputation to decrease more for bad behavior as their reputation increases. Equation 12 meets these

requirements by multiplying the positive factor by (1− T ) and the negative factor by T .

In addition, both the positive and negative contribution terms are multiplied by an additional T . Weighing the

terms by the peer’s trust models real world behavior where reputable peers will be more likely to be chosen for

transactions, allowing them more opportunities to increment (or decrement) their trust in the same amount of time.

Once again, this is based on our choice of a linear relation between trust and contributions accepted.

∆T ∝ T implies that the low (but nonzero) reputation of strangers increases very slowly at first. If strangers

with no reputation or trust have T ' 0, then they will be unable to gain profit or trust. To correct this problem, we

assume a lower bound on the initial trust (T (0)) of τ > 0, although very small, guaranteeing T will rise over time.

When T is small, P in Equation 10 will be dominated by −κ, so the costs of belonging to the P2P system

outweigh its benefits. Additionally, their credit income rate will be very low as few peers will purchase resources

from them, fearing they will be cheated. To encourage transactions and thus raise their reputation, strangers may

have to “discount” the price of their services. A low income rate will severely limit stranger’s access to offered

resources. We call this the “reputation slow-start” phase. Few peers may have the patience to suffer this entry cost

long enough to gain sufficient trust to attain positive profit.

A reputation system will likely want trust to decay over time. If a peer earns a high reputation, it may then stop

contributing resources (C → 0) and maintain its high reputation rating. This might be exploited by malicious peers.

For example, they may watch for reputable peers that are inactive and target them for spoofing, assuming those

peers are less likely to notice their identifier’s being hijacked. To model a constant drop in trust we add a decay

factor, δ to Equation 12.

∆T = (rgCG(1− T )− rbCBT )T − δT 2 (13)

The decay factor is combined with the other negative factor introduced by malicious peers doing harmful work,

but is independent of CB . It is multiplied by the trust because stale reputation is a greater problem with highly

reputable peers than low reputation peers. The term T 2 ensures that peers with low trust, such as strangers, are not

greatly affected by the decay, regardless of the amount of contributions. We require that rb + δ ≤ 1, which can be

shown to guarantee that 0 ≤ T ≤ 1. Another possible solution to constraining the value range of T would have

been to use min/max functions in our formula for ∆T . However, by not resorting to min/max functions to bound

T we can solve for T (t) in Equation 13 and express trust as a continuous function over time, which will be useful

in our analysis in Section IV-A.
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TABLE I
TRUST AND PROFIT PARAMETERS AND DEFAULT VALUES

Param. Description Default
Value

C Contributive capacity 1
CG Good content contributed C

CB Bad content contributed C − CG

rg Factor by which CG increases trust 0.2
rb Factor by which CB decreases trust 0.99

T (0) Starting trust value τ = 0.01
δ Decay factor 0.01

πgt Prob. of acquired resource being good 0.9
kv Utility gained from acquiring 1 unit 2
kc Utility cost of contributing 1 unit 1
km Utility bad peers gain for harming system 2

U(0) Initial utility of peer at time 0 0

IV. ANALYSIS

Using the model presented above, we study the expected behavior of peers in a trading system which conforms to

our model. We illustrate the effects varying the different parameters yield on the reputation and wealth of individual

peers.

A. Trust Over time

Given our equation for ∆T from Equation 13, we can compute a function for how a peer’s trust changes over

time. If we assume the length of the discrete time intervals approaches 0, and all other parameters stay constant,

we can treat Equation 13 as a differential equation. Solving this differential equation gives us

T (t) =
rgCG

rgCG + rbCB + δ + Z · e−rgCGt

where Z =
rgCG

T (0)
− (rgCG + rbCB + δ)

(14)

Notice that T (0) appears in the denominator of the initial condition constant Z. As we saw earlier, we cannot

have T (t′) = 0 for any t′, else ∆T = 0, making T (t) = 0 for all t > t′. Therefore, we limit T ≥ τ . We will use a

default τ of 0.01.

Using this equation, we evaluate the effects of the different parameters on a peer’s reputation. In our analysis

we constrain each parameter to a default value (given in the first half of Table I) except for the parameter(s) under

study.

Figure 3(a) shows the progression of trust over time for a new, well-behaved node at varying amounts of

cooperation, CG. As expected, the more a peer contributes, the faster its reputation grows. This curve illustrates the

effect of reputation slow-start. Eventually, all three curves flatten out at different values of T . The curves reach a

steady-state value when the incremental gain in trust (given the current value of T and C) equals the drop caused

by the decay factor. Therefore, trust takes into account not only how much good work versus bad work a peer has
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Fig. 3. A peer’s trust rating over time.

contributed in the past, but the rate at which the peer continues to contribute. We explore the steady-state effects

further below, when we look at T (t→∞).

Next, we look at how quickly a peer’s trust falls due to misbehavior. We begin by assuming a peer has previously

cooperated prodigiously and attained a reputation rating of 1 (T (0) = 1). Then it “turns bad” and, while maintaining

a total contributive capacity of 1 (C = 1), introduces bad content (CB > 0). In Figure 3(b) we see how quickly its

reputation falls. The rate at which it decreases, as well as the final level it reaches, are dependent on the ratio of

good to bad content the peer is providing (CG : CB).

Figure 3(c) demonstrates the effects of different decay rates (δ). Once again, we assume a peer has attained a

high reputation in the past (T (0) = 1) and then significantly drops their level of contribution (C = 0.01, CB = 0).

Note the longer t value range on the x-axis. In all other experiments we use a δ of 0.01, corresponding to the

middle curve.

What we see in all three graphs is that T (t) tends to converge to a different value depending on the parameter
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values used. To evaluate the long-term effects of each parameter we take the limit of T (t) as t tends to infinity.

lim
t→∞

T (t) = T (∞) =
rgCG

rgCG + rbCB + δ
(15)

Interestingly, T (∞) is independent of T (0), demonstrating that, regardless of the current value of T , it will eventually

converge to a particular value if parameters do not change. We demonstrate this in Figures 4(a) and 4(b) where

we plot T (∞) as a function of C and δ in graphs (a) and (b), respectively. The different curves in each graph

correspond to three different values of rg. CB is set to 0 so the value of rb is inconsequential. Note that the x-axis

in both graphs is in logscale.

Figure 4(a) shows the value to which a peer’s trust converges after being in the system for a long time and has

reached a steady-state where T does not change assuming the peer does not change its behavior. This steady-state

value is the maximum reputation a peer can attain for a particular contributive capacity, given our trust model in

Equation 13. If we consider the curve for rg with default value of 0.2, we see that T (∞) rises almost linearly (in

logscale) from 0.2 at C = 0.01 to 0.8 at C = 0.1. The downward shift of the curves as rg decreases is due to

the decay factor. While trust decays a constant amount each unit of time, the amount trust increases is determined

by rgCG. Therefore, a lower rg means a lower steady-state trust value. This can be quite low for peers with low

contributive capacities. A system designer needs to balance the desire to have a low rg in order to bias the trust

model against bad behavior, and the desire for a high rg to allow contributive peers to attain a useful reputation

quickly.

We next look at how the decay factor affects T at steady-state. In Figure 4(b), we plot T (∞) versus the decay

factor δ, with separate curves for C = CG at 1, 0.1, and 0.01. The first curve indicates the maximum trust attainable

by a good node contributing at maximum capacity. For δ < 0.001 T (∞) f for C = 1 is in effect 1. But, for δ > 0.01

maximum trust quickly falls. Notice that the largest difference in T (∞) between the three curves occurs around

δ = 0.01. If we want the long-term reputations of peers in our network to reflect mainly the quality of their
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Fig. 5. A peer’s utility over time. Initial trust T(0) = 0.01. Higher is better.

contributions (good or bad) and not the quantity, then we would want to use a much smaller decay, such as 0.0001

where all the curves reach a high value of T (∞). However, if we want reputation to indicate the amount of peer

contributes along with its quality, then δ = 0.01 seems good.

B. Utility over Time

To conduct a similar analysis for utility over time, we need to integrate Equation 10, using our Equation 14 for

T (t) in place of T . The equation for U(t) is given in Equation 16.3

U(t) = (πgtkvA− kpA− κ)t + (kmCB + kpC − kcC)

ln

(

(rgCG + rbCB + δ)(ergCGt − 1) T (0)
rgCG

+ 1

)

rgCG + rbCB + δ
+ U(0)

(16)

To simplify Equation 16 for analysis, we will consider only the long-term disjoint currency scenario. Using the

formula for P3, given in Equation 11, we can derive an equation for utility over time in this scenario.

U3(t) = (πgtkvC + kmCB − kcC)

ln

(

(rgCG + rbCB + δ)(ergCGt − 1) T (0)
rgCG

+ 1

)

rgCG + rbCB + δ
− κt + U(0) (17)

We now use Equation 17 to plot the profit gained from using the system for various parameter settings. By

default we use the values listed in Table I.

We begin by plotting the utility a new well-behaved peer from joining the system using all the default parameter

values. In Figure 5(a) we see the utility over time for three peers with different contributive capacities. The curves

all have the same shape, beginning flat,4 while the peer’s reputation is building, then it curves up and climbs linearly

once the reputation rating has stabilized and the system is in steady-state. What distinguishes the curves are the

length of time profit is flat or negative (determined by the length of time needed for the reputation to rise), and the

3The derivation is presented in Appendix ??.
4In fact, we see the utility curve for C = 0.25 initially dips below 0 before recovering.
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Fig. 6. A peer’s utility over time. Initial trust T(0) = 0.0035.

slope of the final linear component (determined by the trust value at which the peer stabilized). Obviously, peers

that contribute more, will have their trust rise faster and higher, resulting in greater utility over a any given period

of time.

Next, in Figure 5(b), we look at the utility of three malicious peers, each sharing primarily bogus resources

(C = CB + CG where CG = 0.01. If CG = 0, T is trivially 0). As expected, in the long run malicious peers lose

utility since their low trust ratings prevent them from making contributions and earning credits, while they still

must pay the fixed cost κ. Interestingly, malicious peers with a high CB generate positive utility in the short run,

though a very small amount relative to the amount well-behaved nodes can generate. But any amount of positive

utility would attract malicious users for short-term gains. In fact, the behavior we see in Figure 5(b), indicates

that new malicious peers make a larger profit when first joining than new good peers. This effect would actually

encourage whitewashing, not discourage it.

We now look at why malicious peers profit when first joining the network. If malicious peers are generating

positive utility in the short run then P must be initially positive due to the starting value of T (0). By setting

Equation 11 equal to 0 and solving for T , we find that a malicious peer with CB = 1 will have positive profits

as long as T > 0.0036. Though the malicious peers’ ratings eventually fall below this threshold, a T (0) of 0.01

allows them to make a small initial profit. By setting T (0) = 0.0035 we prevent purely bad peers from gaining

any positive utility. In Figure 6 we present the same two graphs as in Fig. 5, but now with the new, lower T (0) of

0.0035. While the well-behaved peers are not greatly impacted, having only their slow-start period extended, the

malicious peers begin losing utility from the onset.

Looking at the third curve in Figure 6(a) corresponding to C = 0.25, we see that after the initial slow-start

phase, the peer gains utility very slowly. This seems to indicate that for a low value of C good peers will be

unable to attain positive profit no matter how long they remain in the system. In order to calculate this threshold

capacity value of C at which the steady-state profit rate goes from positive to negative, we need an equation for the
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steady-state slope of the utility curves. This is given by using Equation 11 for profit at steady-state trust, or T (∞).

Inserting Eq. 15 into Eq. 11 we have the following formula for the slope of the utility curves in steady-state.

P3(∞) =
((πgtkv − kc)C + kmCB)rgCG

rgCG + rbCB + δ
− κ (18)

We set CB = 0 and plot Equation 18 with respect to CG in Figure 7(a).

From Figure 7(a) we see that the steady-state slope is 0 when CG is approximately 0.035. Well-behaved peers

with a greater contributive capacity than 0.035 are expected to make a profit from the system in the long-run. Peers

that contribute less will only lose utility by participating as the fixed cost κ will outweigh the small rate of credits

they receive due to their low trust rating. To illustrate this effect we plot utility over time for three values of C = CG

near 0.035 in Figure 7(b). Notice that only the curve, corresponding to C = 0.04, is capable of generating positive

profit, and hence utility, in the long run. Although, even for such a peer, the time during which it loses utility

before reaching a positive utility gain is very long. If peers are unwilling to commit themselves to participating in

the system for such a long period of time, then peers with low contributive capacities will be discouraged from

participating at all. Intuitively, designers of real-world systems must address two important questions:

1) What amount of contributive capacity should be expected of participants in the system?

2) What fraction of all interested parties are capable of providing and maintaining that level of cooperation?

The answers to these questions determine the parameters of the system, as well as its expected size.

V. SIMULATION DETAILS

The analytic model we have introduced in Section III presents a macro-level model with many simplifications

that allow us to analyze and deduce trends about the system from the model. For example, the equations give

us the expected trust and utility of a typical peer given a certain capacity (CG, CB) assuming a large and varied
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population of peers that remain relatively static. In addition, instead of accounting for discrete transactions, the

analytic model assumes continuous work at a rate determined by the peer’s capacity and reputation.

To test the validity of our analytic model we use a micro-level discrete transactional model based on our

assumptions on capacity and utility pricing. Instead of one simple formula for the expected trust and utility of

a given peer, our transactional model specifies how a peer chooses which peers to transact with, how transactions

affect each party’s utility, and how each peer’s reputation is updated over time. This model forms the basis of our

experiments, which we compare with the analytic model’s predicted behaviors. If the simplifications of the analytic

model were reasonable, we would expect the trends observed earlier to be visible in our experiments, even if the

actual values do not match exactly.

Using a turn-based simulator based on our transactional model, we simulate a peer-to-peer trading system where

a large population of N individual peers, each assigned its own capacity (CG and CB), exchange resources. In

each turn, for each peer p, the system randomly chooses a subset R of the entire population N , representing peers

who respond to p’s resource request. Using the current reputation ratings, p then selects one (or more) peer r from

R and purchases resources from it. This exchange is represented by a transfer of credits from p to r, a deduction

in r’s contributive capacity C for the rest of the turn, and a change in p and r’s utility (depending on the amount

and type of capacity used). A centralized reputation system updates each peer’s trust ratings T at the end of the

turn based on the amount and type of capacity contributed during that turn. The algorithm executed for each turn

is presented below.

Algorithm 1 DoTurn()
for each peer p ∈ N (in random order) do

select NumResponders peers
put selected peers with C > 0 in set R

count ← 0
while p.credits>0 AND |R| > 0 AND count¡MaxTransactionsPerClient do

use Selector to choose responder r ∈ R

p acquires as much capacity from r as possible (min(p.credits, r.remainingC))
count++

end while
end for
for each peer p ∈ N do

use TrustFunction to update p.T based on amount of p.CG and p.CB contributed during turn
end for

In Algorithm 1, the parameter NumResponders (NR) determines how many peers are randomly selected by the

simulator as possible contributors (size of R), mimicking a subset of the peers responding to p’s resource request to

offer their services. The requesting peer then chooses one or more responders (but at most MaxTransactionsPerPeer

(MTPP) responders) to fulfill its need. We denote the total number of turns simulated as NumTurns. A list of all

simulation-specific parameters and their default values is presented in Table II.
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TABLE II
SIMULATION PARAMETERS AND DEFAULT VALUES

Parameter Default Value
N 500
NumTurns 200
NumResponders (NR) 25
MaxTransactionsPerPeer (MTPP) 1,2
Selector Polynomial
Exponent (E) 1 (σ = T )
TrustFunction Differential
Initial Credits C0 1

The Selector represents the selection function σ used by each peer to select which resource provider to interact

with, given the set of responders R. The Selector we use in our experiments is a Polynomial Selector. Given a

set of responders, each responder is weighted by its trust rating raised to an exponent value, T E . The Polynomial

Selector then probabilistically chooses a responder given their weights. Therefore, the relative probability that peer

i is chosen over peer j is
p(X = i)

p(X = j)
=

(Ti)
E

(Tj)E
(19)

For example, if E = 1, a peer with T = 0.6 is twice as likely to be chosen as one with T = 0.3. However, if

E = 0, then all peers are equally likely to be chosen, regardless of their reputation.

The TrustFunction implements the trust model used for updating trust. For our experiments we look at both the

differential and ratio trust models (discussed in Sec. VII-B) using the default parameter values specified in Table I.

Unless otherwise specified, assume our experiment used the differential trust model as defined in Equation 13 to

update each peer’s trust at the end of each turn.

In each experiment, we begin the simulation with N peers with varied amounts of CG and CB . We conducted

two types of experiments: population-focused and individual-focused.

For our population-focused experiments we are interested in the behavior demonstrated by all peers in the system

after a given number of turns.

Individual-focused experiments, however, allow us to track the behavior of single peer over time during the

experiment. For these experiments we will focus on a peer entering an existing active trading network. Therefore,

we insert N peers with varying CG and CB values and run the experiment for some number of turns so that these

peers’ trust ratings have stabilized. We then insert a new peer with specific parameters we are interested in testing.

All single-peer results are for this new peer, which we will refer to as p∗. All time-dependent graphs will plot the

results of p∗ beginning at the time it was inserted into the experiment and continue until the end of the simulation.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

We begin by examining the trends visible by studying the base population of 500 peers itself. Afterwards, we

will focus on the single-peer experiments, where a new peer is inserted into the system after the base population has
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stabilized. In all experiments presented here we set NumResponders (NR) to 25, equating to 5% of the population

responding to each service request. We begin by setting MaxTransactionsPerPeer (MTPP) to 1, allowing each peer

to make one transaction per turn.

A. Base Population

The default base population we use in our experiments consists ofN=500 peers with varied capacity distribution.

We classify 70% as “good” peers. These peers all have CB = 0 and their CG is distributed linearly from 0.01

to 1. The other 30% are the “bad” peers (CB > 0). Their total capacity C is distributed linearly from 0.1 to

1. Additionally, the fraction of C devoted to CB is distributed linearly from 0.5 to 1. This allows us to have a

uniform distribution of both capacity and proportion of bad work to good work. The capacity distribution for our

base population is illustrated in Figure 8, where the first 150 peers are the bad peers and the rest are the good

peers (sorted in increasing capacity). The different tones distinguish the good and the bad capacities. For example,

peer 75 has a total contributive capacity of C = 0.55, of which only one quarter is good capacity (CG = 0.14,

CB = 0.41).

In Figures 9(a) and 9(b) we have a snapshot of the trust and utility (respectively) values of the base population

after 200 turns. As we discuss later, turn 200 is when we inject peer p∗ in the single-peer experiments. The values

are ordered by peer ids and so correspond directly to the capacities displayed in Fig. 8. In these graphs, the different

color distinguish the 150 bad peers from the good peers. The black curve indicates the expected values predicted

by the analytic model.

As we can see in Figure 9(a), the experimental results are surprisingly close to the analytic model’s prediction.

Overall, the simulation values are less than the predicted values. We believe this is due to the nature of the

simulation. By limiting the number of responders as well as the number of transactions each peer is allowed per

turn, some of the peers’ capacities are not fully utilized, while other peers are left with a surplus of credits they

were unable to spend. This hypothesis is supported by the utility graph in Fig. 9(b). Once again, the experimental
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results are relatively close to the predicted curve, but the predicted curve is steeper. Peers 0-300 appear to have

generated more utility than expected, while high-capacity good peers generated less than expected. Malicious peers

especially generated greater than expected utility. Malicious peers receive an initial bonus due to starting all the

peers at the same time with the same initial trust rating, allowing them to contribute more capacity at first when

trust ratings are closer together. As we shall see below, this is only an initial artificial bonus due to starting all the

peers at the same time and does not last over time.

Other factors also contribute to the higher than expected utility for low-capacity peers, while lower than expected

utility for high-capacity peers. Analyzing the credit distribution, shown in Figure 10, reveals that indeed the high-

capacity peers maintain a surplus of credits throughout the simulation run. This surplus is wasted utility that could

have purchased resources or services that increase the utility of the purchasing peer. In addition, a smaller fraction

of high-capacity peers’ contributions being utilized each turn due to the limited number of responders (NR) and

transactions per peer (MTPP). Because the analytic model is based on continuous infinitely small transactions from

a very large selection population, it predicts greater utilization of high capacity peers. This behavior induced by
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Fig. 11. Trust and utility for base population after 1000 turns.

our continuous time approach for our analytic model was one of our main concerns that we wished to evaluate

with the transactional model. Fortunately, the results indicate the deviation is reasonably small.

If we continue simulating our base population for an additional 800 turns (until turn 1000), we see little difference

in peer trust ratings from what we see after only 200 turns (Fig. 11(a) vs. Fig. 9(a)). The utility graph in Figure 11(b)

shows a larger difference between the utility gained by bad peers and those gained by good peers than in the earlier

snapshot (Fig. 9(b)), closely matching the predicted curve. In fact, the utility of bad peers now closely matches the

predicted curve, indicating that their bad contributions have been mitigated, but not eliminated.

If we take a closer look at peers 100 through 200 (Fig. 11(c), which are the bad peers with high CB and the

good peers with low C, we see that many have negative utility. These peers are unable to contribute enough good

capacity to gain sufficient trust to stay competitive. Therefore, their trust ratings fall to 0 and they are ignored by

all peers. Consequently, the fixed cost κ is the only factor affecting their utility and, as predicted, their utility falls

below 0.

As mentioned earlier, the base population was chosen to represent different amounts of capacity, both good and

bad. If we compare the analytic curves and simulation results in Figure 11 for both trust and utility to the base
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capacity graph in Figure 8 we can determine what are the dominant factors. For good peers, capacity has little

effect on trust unless the capacity is less than 0.1, as we shall discuss later. The utility, on the other hand, is

proportional to a peer’s trust times its capacity. Consequently, given a relatively flat trust curve (for C > 0.1) and

a linear capacity, the result is a linear utility curve.

Bad peers, however, are more interesting. Here we have several possible factors influencing trust and utility:

total capacity, good capacity, bad capacity, and the ratio between the last two. In Figure 11(a), we see that trust

for bad peers is clearly a linear curve sloping downwards. This indicates that it is proportional to the fraction of

total capacity that is good. Remember that the base population was constructed with CG

C
= 0.5 for peer 0, CG

C
= 0

for peer 149, and linearly interpolated for peers in between the two. Considering the utility graph in Figure 11(b)

we see that the predicted utility curve appears similar to the amount of good capacity on bad peers as shown in

Figure 8. This is expected, if utility is proportional to trust times total capacity. Since trust is proportional to the

fraction of total capacity that is good, then, multiplying by each peer’s total capacity, utility would be proportional

to the amount of good capacity.

In another experiment, not presented in any graphs, we varied the model parameter kp that determines the amount

of credits charged per unit of contribution. As expected, varying kp had no noticeable effect on the trust or utility

values attained by the base population. kp is merely a currency exchange rate and is equally applied when receiving

credits for contributions and when giving credits for acquisitions. This experiment supports our simplification of

profit Equation 2 by cancelling out the kp terms when applying the long-term disjoint currency scenario, resulting

in Equation 7.

B. NR and MTPP

The simulator adds several parameters not included in the analytic model. Foremost among them are NR, then

number of responders a peer has to choose from each turn, and MTPP, the maximum number of those responders

a peer may transact with in one turn. In the following experiments we modify the value of each parameter

independently and observe its effect on the trust and utility of the peers in the base population after 1000 turns.

First, we experimented with different NumResponders values. Remember that NR determines the number of peers

that are uniformly chosen at random by the simulator to represent service providers responding to a peer’s request

for service. From these NR responders a peer selects one to transact with using the selection function, in this case

weighting each peer by their trust. Consequently, the larger the the value of NR the more effect the responders’ trust

values have on which peer is selected, resulting in relatively more transactions with highly trusted peers. Inversely,

a small NR means initial uniform random selection has a larger impact the peer selected for transaction. Therefore,

we would expect low trust peers to participate in relatively as many transactions as high trust peers, assuming they

have equal total capacity.

Looking at the graphs in Figures 12 and 13, we see exactly the predicted effect. Comparing the trust and utility
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Fig. 12. Trust and utility for NR=400 after 1000 turns.
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Fig. 13. Trust and utility for NR=1 after 1000 turns.

graphs for NR=400 (Fig. 12) with the default NR=25 in Figure 11 we see the graphs are quite similar. On closer

inspection we can notice that the utility and trust values for malicious peers are overall lower for NR=400, while the

trust and utility values for high-capacity good peers is slightly higher. As expected, this effect is due to a slightly

higher number of contributing transactions for high trust peers versus low trust peers in the NR=400 experiment.

Now, if we compare the default case of NR=25 to NR=1 in Figure 13 we see a much more striking difference. With

NR=1 the selection function does not have multiple peers to compare and so is unused. All transaction providers,

therefore, are chosen purely at random and so the number of transactions a peer contributes to will be based solely

on its total capacity. Now, the bad peers have a clear advantage. Due to their high capacities, the fact that they

gain additional utility for contributing bad content5 and the loss in utility by good peers for purchasing more bad

content, bad peers generate much more utility than the good peers. Even in the trust graph in Figure 13(a) we see

that the trust ratings for the bad peers are closer to the predicted curve than before, while high-capacity good peers

5Remember bad peers gain a bonus kmCB utility (see Sec. III-C)
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Fig. 14. Trust and utility for MTPP=2 after 1000 turns.

have seen their trust values fall slightly, all due to the even distribution of transactions.

Clearly, if a peer is limited to choose between one or two service provider it is at greater risk of being cheated

by a malicious peer. But once a sufficient number of responders are available, increasing the response set further

provides no appreciable advantage in avoiding bad peers. Therefore, system designers should strive to increase

accessibility and replication of rare content and resources, but can sacrifice a high level of recall for popular items.

Next we will focus on the parameter MTPP, which specifies how many transactions a peer can initiate in

one turn. Increasing MTPP will increase the overall number of transactions, resulting in faster, more accurate trust

convergence. Also, the total utility will increase as peers receive additional transactions. However, the total available

capacity does not change, therefore the increased utility must come from peers that were previously underutilized at

a lower MTPP. While this provides some benefit to low trust good peers, such as new peers entering the network,

bad peers will benefit most as they tend to be the most underutilized because of their high capacity but low

reputation. In fact, the purpose of reputation systems is to keep malicious peers underutilized as much as possible.

If we study Figure 9, we notice that there are a few gaps in both the trust and utility bar graphs, indicating

peers with a trust rating of 0. These are peers that were never chosen to contribute by other peers and thus their

trust falls to zero through decay. The decay factor δ in the trust model slowly decreases the trust rating in these

unutilized peers’, which in turn further decreases the likelihood of being chosen in the future. Once again, this is

a factor of the granularity and number of transactions as compared to the analytic model.

To improve overall system utilization we will allow a peer to initiate a second transaction if they have credits

remaining after the first acquisition (MTPP=2). In Figure 14 we see the trust and utility values for the base population

after 1000 turns when MTPP=2. Comparing Fig. 14(a) to Fig. 11(a) we notice that the trust values match much

closer to the curve predicted by the analytic model for MTPP=2 than 1. The higher number of transactions per turn

simply gives the reputation system more data on which to compute a peer’s trust rating.

Setting MTPP to 2 does, however, produce three additional effects that cause it to deviate from the analytic
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Fig. 15. Utility for MTPP=3 after 1000 turns.

model, at least with respect to the utility graph. As we see in Figure 14(b) the utility values are higher for all peers,

regardless of amount or type of capacity. This overall increase in utility is primarily due to the increased number

of transactions, which translates into increased utility through more acquisitions.

Additionally, the increase in transactions results in peers contributing more, giving the reputation system more

information on which to update the peers’ trust values, which means their trust values converge and stabilize faster

than before. For most good peers, which stabilize at a high trust rating, faster convergence allows their trust rating

to rise quickly, giving them an earlier advantage over low trust peers. In the graph of Figure 14(b), this effect is

demonstrated by the fact that the slope of the trust graph for the good peers in the simulation is steeper than in

the MTPP=1 graph (Fig. 11(b)). In fact, unlike in the previous results, the slope now matches the slope of the

predicted curve.

Finally, we see that though all peers show an increase in utility, the bad peers exhibit a much larger increase in

utility relative to the good peers. Because in the latter part of processing peer transactions during one turn, it is

likely that much of the remaining capacity is on bad peers since they were less likely to be chosen earlier when

compared to good peers. Consequently, peers that complete transactions late in the turn are often forced to transact

with malicious peers as they are the only peers with remaining capacity. Allowing peers additional transactions

each turn only amplifies this effect. By increasing MTPP we do somewhat improve the capacity utilization of good

peers, but we increase the utilization of bad peers even more.

If we raise MTPP further, this last effect begins to dominate the results. In Figure 15, we see that MTPP=3 clearly

benefits the malicious peers. Though the trust graph is identical to that for the MTPP=2 scenario (Fig. 14(a)), the

malicious peers now generate much more utility than the good peers. In addition, the highest capacity bad peers,

which have the lowest trust ratings, now generate the most utility. These peers are not being selected for transactions

because of their reputation, but only because they are the only responders with remaining capacity. Allowing peers

to perform three transactions per turn greatly increases the chances of choosing a malicious peer from the response
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set, especially near the end of a simulation turn when most good peers have contributed their capacity.

Intuitively, even in real-world systems raising the total number of transactions is likely to saturate the capacity

of trusted peers, resulting in a larger fraction of malicious peers in the response set. However, the pronounced

difference in utility caused by slightly changing MTPP is an artifact of our turn-based simulator, which amplifies

the effect. This situation can be improved by utilizing a selection threshold that limits the providers a peer will

consider acquiring from to those whose reputation lies above a certain threshold [16]. Responders with reputations

lower than the threshold are simply ignored.

C. Trust vs Capacity

In Section IV-A we discussed the convergence of trust over time with respect to capacity and presented a graph

of the predicted T (∞) as a function of capacity in Figure 16. For comparison, we simulated a population of 500

peers with C ranging from 0.0001 to 1 and CB = 0. The simulation was run for 1000 turns and the resulting trust

ratings recorded. Figure 16 shows the results of two simulations, one for MTPP=1 and one MTPP=2, along with

the corresponding analytic curve. Once again, we see a significant similarity between the two simulation curves

and the predicted curve, especially for C < 0.001 and C > 0.1. Where the curves differ is in the behavior of peers

with C between 0.001 and 0.1. Both simulation curves sharply fall off as C drops below 0.1, while the predicted

curve tapers off more gradually. The simulation produced a steeper curve, showing a larger range of capacities that

result in low trust ratings. For example, at C = 0.01 the analytic model predicts a T (∞) of 0.2, yet the simulation

produced trust ratings around 0.01 when MTPP=2 and 0 when MTPP=1.

Once again, this sharp drop-off is due to the different granularity of both time and number of transactions

between the continuous analytic model, and the discrete transactional model used in our experiments. Remember

that peers cannot contribute more than their capacity, but can contribute less, and not all credits are spent each

turn, underutilizing the system. Consequently, peers with little capacity are not likely to be selected at all and their

trust would decay to 0. In a continuous model they would contribute, but simply to a small degree. In fact, this
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Fig. 17. Comparing the analytical and simulation results of trust over time for new good peers.

underutilization appears to account for the simulation curve being slightly lower than the predicted curve, even for

high capacity peers.

As we saw earlier, increasing MTPP from 1 to 2 improves system utilization and improves the likelihood of low

capacity peers being able to contribute, and thus improving their trust rating. We see this improvement in the graph

by the fact that the MTPP=2 curve is higher than the MTPP=1 curve, closely hugging the predicted curve, and

does not drop quite as sharply as the MTPP=1 curve. The result is that peers with capacity between 0.01 and 0.03

were ignored in the MTPP=1 experiments, but were able to participate and trade with other peers in teh MTPP=2

experiments.

D. Single-Peer Experiments

After studying the effects on our base population with its diverse distribution of capacity, we now look at injecting

a new peer p∗ into a “warm” trading system, where peers in our base population have been transacting with each

other for 200 turns and their trust ratings have stabilized. We then monitor p∗’s trust and utility over 1000 turns.

Typically, p∗’s trust rating converges to a stable value much earlier than time 1000. Therefore, most result graphs

will focus on the first 200 to 500 turns after p∗ is inserted. These experiments better mimic the situation a typical

new peer would encounter joining an established real-world trading system. To minimize artifacts of randomness

we repeat the simulation with 50 seeds and average the 50 resulting data sets.

In the following figures we present various graphs for simulation experiments matching the analysis from

Section IV. In each graph we present the experimental result curve and the the corresponding analytic model

curve originally presented in Figures 3 and 5.

In our first single-peer experiment we focus on the entry of a good peer. Thus, we simulate the scenario presented

in the analysis surrounding Figure 3 inserting both a high-capacity peer with C = CG = 1 and lower capacity

peer with C = CG = 0.25. The results of running our experiment with an MTPP value of 1 are presented in

Figure 17(a). We see a large difference between the expected behavior and the simulation results. Not only did it
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Fig. 18. Comparing the analytical and simulation results of trust over time. MTPP=1.

take longer for the trust values to converge, but the final value is much lower than expected. For example, when

C = 1, p∗ appears to only attain a trust rating of 0.62 while we had predicted 0.95.

Upon closer evaluation of the experiment we found the reason for this discrepancy. Remember that each

experiment is an average of 50 separate simulation runs. In each of those simulations p∗ would begin with the

low initial trust value of 0.01. After some turns, with its trust rating gradually decaying, p∗ would be chosen to

contribute and its trust rating would quickly climb until it’s trust matched the predicted stable value. However,

there was a large variance in the time it took for p∗ to be first chosen to contribute. In fact, in some runs p∗ was

never selected and its trust would decay to 0. Therefore, we feel that presenting an average curve in situation is

not representative of the actual performance.

Previously, we had seen that underutilized peer performed better when MTPP was increased, improving the

probability of their being selected. So we performed the same experiment, except with MTPP=2. As Figure 17(b)

shows, the results were much closer to what we expected. Overall, the simulation and analytic curves appear quite

similar. In the trust graphs both the simulation and analytic curves converge to the same value for each of the

tested capacities. For instance, in Figure 17(b), which depicts two new good peers (C = 1 and C = 0.25) entering

the network, both curves converge to 0.95 for C = 1 and 0.84 for C = 0.25. The primary difference between the

simulation and predicted results appears to be the rate of convergence. Trust in the simulation converges faster than

in the analytic model. In Figure 17(b) we see that the simulation exhibits only a little slow-start behavior before

increasing linearly until near the the convergence point. This reduced slow-start period is due to the additional

transaction allowed by MTPP=2. We noticed the same behavior earlier in the base population studies.

In Figure 18 we simulated malicious peers with C = 1 and CB of 0.99 and 0.5. Here, parameter MTPP was

set to 1. Notice that the simulation results mimic exactly the predicted curve. When performed with MTPP=2 the

simulation converges to the same value as the analytic model, though, as before, the simulation converges faster

than with MTPP=1.
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Figure 19, compares the experimental results to the expected behavior for the same two good peers whose trust

is presented in Figure 17(b). Due to our experience with the new good peer trust experiments using MTPP=1, we

only present the results of the new good peer utility experiments with MTPP=2. As expected by our analysis in

Section IV, once the trust ratings have converged, the slope of the utility curve (the profit rate) remains constant,

matching the slope predicted by the analytic model. Because the simulation trust curves exhibited less slow-start

than the analytic model, we see that the corresponding utility curves also experience less slow-start resulting in an

upward shift compared to the predicted curves.

Finally, in Figure 20 we simulate two new bad peers entering the population. Both have minimal good capacity

(CG = 0.01). One peer was a high capacity bad peer with CB = 0.99, the other had less capacity (CB = 0.5).

As the results indicate, their capacities made no difference. Both performed almost identically. Both initially gain

utility, primarily from spending the initial credits we allot each peer at the start. But quickly, their utility levels off

at approximately 1.5, the same peak utility predicted by the analytic model. The simulation, however, peaks much

earlier around 75 turns, while the analytic curves reach their maxima at approximately 150 or 300 turns, depending

on the peer’s capacity. In the simulation, the amount of bad capacity does not seem to matter. The reason is that
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difference between good and bad capacity for both peers is so large that both peers earn near 0 trust ratings. While

a low trust rating is sufficient to maintain a small level of contribution in the continuous analytic model, in the

transactional model which already suffers from underutilization, these almost 0 trust malicious peers are ignored

by the rest of the population and never selected.

From the experiments it appears that our macro-level model performs quite well given our base assumptions.

We have tested it with a varied distribution of peer capacities and the results are highly correlated to the predicted

values. The largest variances appear to be due to the discrete nature of the simulator. We would expect actual

real-world systems to exhibit behavior between the analytic and transactional model. While it would not suffer the

artifacts of discrete turns, neither do peers engage in infinitely many, infinitely small, transactions, as assumed by

the continuous functions we developed in our analysis of our economic model.

VII. VARIATIONS ON THE MODEL

In this section we present variations of our trust/incentive model. Specifically, we will analyze the effects of

modifying particular components of Equations 10 and 13.

A. Profit Trust Factor

In Section III-C we presented one straightforward method in which a peer’s trust influences its profit. We assumed

that the probability of a peer being chosen for a transaction by another peer is linearly proportional to its trust

value. Thus, in Equation 10, we multiply each term related to contributed transactions (cost and payment received)

by T . There are other ways in which a peer’s trust could relate to their profit rate. For example, a peer may be four

times as likely to choose a service provider that has twice the reputation of another. In this case, the relationship

would be quadratic, not linear, and so we would multiply the contribution by T 2, not T . We refer to this profit trust

factor term as σ. Equation 20 illustrates how the profit trust factor appears in our model of profit in the long-term

disjoint currency scenario (compare to Eq. 11).

P = (πgtkvC + kmCB − kcC)σ − κ (20)

We experimented with substituting various functions of T for σ, and then calculating the utility over time for

both a good peer (C = CG = 1) and a bad peer (CB = 0.99). The results are presented in Figure 21.

We see in Figure 21(a) that lowering the exponent on T results in well-behaved peers’ reaching steady-state

faster, but the steady-state profit rate (i.e. slope) remains the same. In Figure 21(b), however, we see that low

exponents allow malicious peers to profit from harming the system. Ideally, we would like to shorten the startup

period for well-behaved peers, while keeping malicious peers from gaining utility from abusing the system. This

translates to choosing a profit trust factor whose curve is the farthest left in Fig. 21(a), but is below 0 in Fig. 21(b).

Of the four curves presented in the figure, σ = T , which has been the default value we use, appears to give the

best performance.
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Fig. 21. Effects of varying trust factor σ.

How would system designers enforce a specific selection function? Specifying the selection function used requires

regulating the emphasis each peer places on resource providers’ reputation. For example, to change the σ(T ) from

linear to quadratic would mean that, while previously peers were twice as likely to choose a provider with double

the reputation rating, now they are four times as likely to choose it. If selection is handled automatically by client

software, then updating every peer’s software will change the selection function.

However, if users manually select the provider from a list of responders (with their reputation ratings), then

each peer applies its own σ(T ). Figure 21(b) shows that if enough naı̈ve peers disregard (or give little weight

to) providers’ reputations (e.g., σ(T ) = 1 or
√

T ), they can hurt the entire system by making it profitable for

malicious peers to join, thus encouraging misbehavior. Fortunately, it is these naı̈ve peers that will be most hurt by

misbehavior as they are the ones excessively fetching resources from non-reputable peers likely to be malicious.

In the long run, naı̈ve peers will either adopt a more reasonable selection policy or leave the system entirely [15].

B. Additional Trust Models

In Equations 12 and 13 we introduced a specific formula for updating a peer’s trust rating given their recent

performance. In this section we present other methods for calculating T and discuss their effect on profit for various

peer strategies.

The primary new trust model we will be looking at considers only the ratio of good contributions to total

contributions in a unit of time when updating a peer’s trust rating. Our previous model factored in the amount

of contributions into a peer’s reputation. Some argue that a peer’s trust should be orthogonal to the amount they

contribute and only consider the quality of those contributions. So we construct a trust model where each interval,

we combine the fraction of contributions that were good (a value between 0 and 1) with the previous trust rating
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by some weight ω. The trust model can be represented by either of the following equations:

T [i + 1] = ω
CG

CG + CB

+ (1− ω)T [i] (21)

∆TR = ω(
CG

CG + CB

− T ) (22)

In Equation 21 the term CG

CG+CB
, or simply CG

C
, is the trust ratio, the fraction of times the peer has provided

good resources when contributing in the last unit of time. The term T [i] represents the peers current reputation.

The two terms are combined by a weight ω, which determines how much of a peer’s reputation results from its

current performance versus its past history. For the purposes of distinguishing between the previously studied trust

model and this new model proposed here, we refer to the former model (given in Eq. 13 as the differential trust

model and this new one as the ratio trust model. For consistency with the differential trust model, Equation 21 can

be expressed as the change in T in a unit of time (Eq. 22), with a subscripted R to denote the ratio model.

To compare the two trust models we ran experiments similar to those conducted in Section IV, but with the ratio

trust model, using ω = 0.1. We will not consider other values of ω as it plays little role in the long-term behavior

of the system. The steady-state trust function for the ratio trust model is simply the trust ratio,

TR(∞) =
CG

C
(23)

and is independent of ω. The weight has no effect on steady-state profit rate, which is a function of T (∞). However,

ω does affect the speed with which T converges to a new value if the amount of contribution changes. A larger ω

causes T to adapt faster, shifting both the T (t) and U(t) curves to the left. Conversely, a smaller ω emphasizes a

peer’s past behavior, shifting the curves to the right.

Figure 22 shows the results of four experiments, which include the corresponding differential trust model curves

for comparison. First, in Figure 22(a) we model two well-behaved peers entering the system: one with C = CG = 1

and one with C = CG = 0.25. Because the ratio trust model uses the ratio CG

C
to compute ∆T , and not the absolute

amount, there is no difference between the results of two different C = CG values. Therefore, instead we present

two curves with different ω weights, 0.1 and 0.01. We see that, unlike the differential model, the ratio model does

not have a slow-start phase where the change in slope, d”T (t)
y” , is positive, as the differential model curves exhibit.

Instead, the ratio curves climb fastest at first, then eventually level out to a trust rating of 1. As expected, lowering

ω dampens the impact of the current ratio CG

C
= 1 when computing ∆T , lengthening the time it takes to converge

and thus shifting the curve towards the right.

In Figure 22(b) we look at two malicious peers who start with a reputation of 1: one with CB = 0.99 and one

with CB = 0.25.6 Here we see the opposite effect. The ratio model seems to respond slower to the misbehavior

than the differential model. In addition, for CB = 0.25 the steady-state trust value is significantly higher for ratio

than differential.
6C = 1 for both malicious peers. CG = C − CB .
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Fig. 22. Comparison of ratio trust model to differential trust model. T (0) = 0.01

Figures 22(c) and 22(d), show utility over time for the two good peers (as in Fig. 22(a), and the two bad peers

(Fig. 22(b), respectively. At first, the results in Fig. 22(d) seem inconsistent with Fig. 22(b). Consider the curves

corresponding to CB = 0.99. Both the ratio and differential trust models appear to converge to the same low

trust rating in Fig. 22(b), yet they have wildly different utility curve slopes at steady-state in Fig. 22(d). However,

though the two curves seem to have similar low trust values at time 100 (the edge of the graph in Fig. 22(b)), from

Equation 23 the ratio model converges to CG

C
= 0.01 as t → ∞, while Equation 15 tells us that the differential

model converges to approximately 0.002. The steady-state utility slope is given by the generic formula for profit

at time infinity (independent of the trust model), which equals P3(∞) = ((πgtkv − kc)C + kmCB)T (∞)− κ. The

factor of 5 difference in T (∞) between the two models is sufficient to make the first term greater than κ for the

ratio trust model (thus giving a positive slope), while making the first term smaller than κ for the differential model

(resulting in a negative slope). Therefore, malicious users can profit in the long run in a system incorporating the

ratio trust model, but not with the differential trust model.

Consequently, from Figures 22(a) and 22(b) we conclude that the ratio model would be vulnerable to malicious
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peers that occasionally contribute good resources to raise their reputation, then switch to offering bad resources

to damage the system. This conclusion is validated by the results in Figures 22(c) and 22(d). While the two trust

models perform similarly with respect to well-behaved peers (though the ratio model reaches steady-state faster),

Fig. 22(d) demonstrates the most important difference in their performance. While the differential model results in

a limited and eventually negative utility for bad peers, the ratio model allows bad peers to continuously make large

positive profit (the curves are linear).

To summarize, though the trust model used by a trading system is system-specific and cannot be fully generalized,

there are obvious advantages to choosing one approach over another. We have seen here that the differential trust

model exhibits much better characteristics than the ratio trust model, specifically with regards to malicious behavior.

C. Tying Service to Reputation

We will now look at the probability of acquiring a good resource, denoted by πgt in Equation 10. Until now,

we have assumed πgt has a constant value for a given system and is independent on the status or behavior of

the peer acquiring the resource. This may not necessarily be the case. For instance, a malicious peer may acquire

a resource from a cooperative peer but then claim to not have received it, negatively affecting the good peer’s

reputation or payment. To avoid being cheated in this way, peers with limited contributive capacity may prefer

to contribute to reputable peers. For example, say peer A is searching for resource R. Some peer B that has R

may decide whether to offer it to A based on A’s reputation. If B is highly loaded with requests it may ignore

A’s request unless A is very reputable. Prioritizing contributions based on requestors’ reputation provides peers

further incentive to cooperate. If well-behaved peers are more likely to respond to requests from peers with higher

reputation ratings, then the number of resource request responses a peer receives is directly related to its reputation.

The more responses received from good peers, the more likely a peer is of acquiring a valid resource. For example,

assuming a uniform distribution of peer trust ratings from 0 to 1, if A receives only one response, the expected

reputation of that responder is 0.5. If A receives 4 replies, the expected reputation of the highest rated responder

would be 0.8.7 Therefore, the higher A’s reputation, the greater the number of resource offers it will receive for a

given query, which in turn increases the probability of acquiring a good version of resource R.

To represent reputation-weighted contributions in our model, we make πgt a function with one parameter denoting

the acquiring peer’s trust rating Ti, giving us the term πgt(Ti). Let us explore four possible πgt functions, given in

Figure 23(a). These functions capture a range of biases towards trustworthy peers. For example, the fourth curve

corresponds to a quadratic function of T , πgt(T ) = T 2. A peer with a trust rating of 0.3 is expected to have only

9% (0.32) of its acquired resources be valid. If its reputation doubles to 0.6, then 36% of its acquisitions will likely

be valid.

Note that the area under the curve captures, in a way, the amount of good resources contributed in the system.

7Note that E[max(U1, U2, ..., Un)] = n
n+1

[14], [4].
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Fig. 23. Effects of sample πgt w.r.t varying functions of T .

Consider a system with 100 peers, all with equal number of acquisitions A = 1 and T values uniformly distributed

between 0 and 1 (e.g., 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, etc.). We shall refer to this scenario as the “uniform” scenario. According

to our πgt(T ) function, for a given peer, say with T = 0.45, that peer will have acquired 0.452 or 0.2025 good

resources in each time unit. Summing up all the good resources acquired by all peers is equivalent to calculating

the area under the curve. The total amount of good resources acquired must equal the total amount of good resource

contributed (
∑

CG,i∀i ∈ n). So in this scenario, the area under the curves represents the total good “work” done

in the system. Figure 23(a) shows three other curves representing functions of T : 1
3T 0, 1

2

√
T , and 2

3T . Note that

with the given coefficients we have “normalized” the curves so that the area under each curve is equal. It makes

sense to consider curves with equal areas because it models systems where the same amount of good work is being

done, under the assumptions of our uniform scenario. For brevity, we will ignore the constant coefficients when

referring to the four curves (i.e. T 0,
√

T , T , T 2). By studying these four functions we can see the impact of a

reputation bias. If bias is good we can then design a search mechanism that indeed rewards trustworthy peers in a

comparable way. If we discover bias is bad, we can then downplay trustworthiness in our search mechanism.
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Using these functions of T for πgt in Equation 18 we have the expected profit rate at steady-state. In Figure 23(b)

we plot profit at steady-state as a function of CG, with CB = 0. Notice that for the curves corresponding to functions

with low exponents (T 0, and
√

T ), peers will not have positive profit no matter much they contribute. The more

skewed the probability of locating a good resource is towards reputable peers, the more profit cooperative peers will

gain in the long run, regardless of the amount they contribute.8 Therefore, reputation-weighted contributions both

encourage good behavior and result in more profit for well-behaved peers when total system contributive capacity

is low. Of course, this simple analysis assumes that the system is overloaded with requests (
∑

A ≥ ∑
CG) and

the distribution of peer reputations remains uniform throughout time.

We have seen how varying function πgt(T ) affects the profit of good peers. Now we focus on the effect on bad

peers. Figure 23(c) plots profit at steady-state (P3(∞)) as a function of CB , given that C = 1 and, therefore,

CG = 1 − CB . To understand the graph, consider a peer that contributes at the full rate of C = 1. The x-axis

represents a spectrum of behavior, with a highly cooperative peer that always contributes valid resources at the left

extreme, and a highly malicious peer that always contributes false resources at the right extreme. Here we see that

a lower T exponent in the πgt function results both in lower profit for well-behaved peers (to the left) and higher

profit for somewhat malicious peers (in the middle). In fact, for the first two curves (T 0 and
√

T , respectively), only

somewhat malicious peers make positive profit, with a maximum profit rate of approximately 0.1 for T 0 and 0.5

for
√

T , at CB ≈ 0.5. In contrast, the curves for T and T 2 indicate relatively high profit for purely well-behaved

peers (at CB = 0) as we saw in Fig. 23(b), but then sharply drop to a profit rate less than 0 at approximately

CB = 0.2. Afterwards, both curves exhibit a gradual increase in P3(∞) as CB increases, similar to that of the

lower exponent curves, but to a lesser degree. Finally, all four curves drop to negative profit rating at CB = 1.

The most interesting characteristic of all four curves is the gradual increase in profit to a (local) maximum value

for CB between 0.4 and 0.8, depending on the particular curve, before falling again to less than 0 profits. This

8As long as CG > 0.1. For smaller CG all πgt(T ) functions give equal negative profits.
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profit “hump” is independent of the πgt function as it appears in all four curves. The hump is a result of the other

factors in Equation 18 dependent on CB . Specifically, the two terms kmCB and T (∞). Notice that the first factor

is linear with respect to CB , with a large coefficient km = 2. However, if we plot T (∞) w.r.t CB , as in Figure 24,

we see that the decrease is not linear and has a slope less than km. Therefore, in the model represented by Eq. 10,

the attenuation on profit from malicious activity (CB) from the reputation system is not sufficient to overcome the

gain in profit given by parameter km. Unfortunately, this results in a mix of good and bad contributions that result

in positive profits, which a reputation system ideally would prevent.

By analyzing the underlying equations, we see there are various ways to further decrease steady-state profits for

CB > 0. First, would be to decrease the utility malicious peers gain from misbehaving, lowering km. Figure 25

shows the effect on the T curve from Fig. 23(c) of decreasing the value of km from the default value of 2. Notice

that all curves share the same endpoints at CB = 0, where the peer is sharing no bad resources to derive malicious

utility from, and CB = 1, where the peer’s trust rating is 0 and so none of its resources are contributed, as no

one trusts it. In the middle, lowering km decreases the steady-state profit. Interestingly, the largest impact is not

for high values of CB , as we might expect, but for lower values, especially around CB = 0.25. The reason is that,

though a smaller fraction of a malicious peer’s contributions are bad (CB), the total amount of bad contributions

is greater because of the effect of the profit trust factor on total contribution (CT (∞)). With a negative P (∞)

of almost 0.2, the km = 0 curve attains the lowest profit rate; much lower than can be accounted for by the

fixed cost κ = 0.01. The bad profit rate is due to a πgt value (based on the calculated T (∞)) that is less than
kc

kv
. Recall from Section III-C that for a well-behaved peer to gain utility in our model from Equation 11 based

on the long-term disjoint currency scenario, the inequality πgtkv > kc must hold. In the worst case, exhibited at

approximately CB = 0.25, πgt is less than kc

kv
= 0.5 because of a moderately low T (∞), causing negative profits

per contribution, but T (∞) is sufficiently high to have a high level of contribution. This experiment demonstrates

that if a peer is losing utility on each of its acquisitions, it will benefit from lowering its contributions, which can
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be done by lowering its contributive capacity, leaving the system, or developing a bad reputation. Figure 25 also

shows that, except for high km = 2, malicious peers are not able to maintain a positive rate of profit if they share a

substantial amount of bad resources (CB > 0.1). Unfortunately, because km is the subjective personal utility gained

by a malicious user for simply hurting another user, it is beyond the control of the system designer.

A second way to decrease profit for malicious peers would be to increase the fixed participation cost (κ), which

would lower profit for all participants. Adding an additional fixed cost of κ′ will simply shift all the curves in

Fig. 23(c) down by κ′. A third solution would be to use a different profit trust factor (as discussed in Section VII-A)

to increase the emphasis a peer’s reputation has on the amount it contributes. And finally, the trust model, given

in Equation 13, could be changed. The weight given to good contributions rg could be decreased, further lowering

all peer’s trust ratings. Also, the entire trust model could be replaced with a different method of calculating trust,

as discussed in the following section.

To summarize, in situations where the average peer has little contributive capacity, selectively offering resources

based on the requestor’s reputation results in more profit for well-behaved peers and further decreases the profit

expectations of malicious peers.

VIII. GENERALIZED MODEL OF TRUST AND PROFIT

We now extend the system model represented by Equations 10 and 13 that we have been studying. By augmenting

the strategies available to a peer, we develop a more general mathematical model for trust and incentives in trading

systems.

Until now we have assumed that all peers charge the same amount for all resources. If prices are fixed, regardless

of a peer’s reputation, there would be no reason for peers to choose a provider with a lower trust rating over one

with a higher rating. Consequently, reputable peers would become overloaded while new peers would seldom be

chosen to contribute, keeping them at a lower reputation rating. What if peers price their contributions differently,

depending on their reputation. The greater a peer’s trust, the more they may charge for providing a resource. For

instance, a peer with a reputation of 0.5 may charge twice as much for the same resource as a peer with reputation

0.25. Consequently, when a peer is selecting a service provider from which to acquire a resource, they may have

a choice of peers with different reputations, offering the resource for prices proportional to their reputation rating.

The requesting peer may then choose to pay more for a reliable provider, or pay less and risk receiving a valueless

resource.

To represent this effect in our model we focus on the term for profit acquisitions in Equation 10, (πgtkv− kp)A.

For a particular resource a peer wants to acquire, there may be several peers offering it. On average, choosing a

cheaper resource provider corresponds to lowering the value of kp. At the same time, we expect the risk of buying

a bad resource to increase, decreasing the value of πgt. We call the function a peer uses to select a price for its

resources, based on its current reputation, its pricing function. We denote the pricing function for a particular peer i
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as pi(Ti).9 This function determines the payment a peer receives for one contribution. For simplicity, let us assume

kp is the “full” or maximum price a peer may charge for a resource. A peer’s pricing function will denote the

fraction (between 0 and 1) of the maximum price which it will charge for each contributed resource. Inserting this

into our profit equation (Eq. 10 yields

P = πgtkvA− kpA + (kmCB + kpp(T )C − kcC)T − κ (24)

Notice that for a given peer i, the probability of acquiring a good resource πgt is dependent on the price it

is willing to pay for a resource and the pricing function used by the other peers that service its acquisitions. To

represent this variability in price we introduce the discount factor di as a multiplicative factor of kp, which is

assumed to be the maximum price of a resource.

For simplicity, let us assume all other peers use the same pricing function, denoted as ρ().10 We can now express

the probability of a specific peer i acquiring a good resource as a function of the global pricing function and

the amount the peer is willing to pay, denoted by πgt(di, ρ) or, briefly, πgt(d, ρ). Note that this new term for the

probability of acquiring a good resource (πgt(di, ρ)) is independent of Ti. To account for the possibility that πgt is

related to a peer’s reputation, as discussed in Section VII-C, we add an additional function parameter, resulting in

the function πgt(di, Ti, ρ).

Further augmenting Equation 24 with the discount factor and πgt function we have

P = πgt(d, T, ρ)kvA− kpdA + (kmCB + kpp(T )C − kcC)T − κ (25)

When a resource requester must decide which provider to transact with, it will compare the providers based

on their reputation ratings and the prices they set. Thus, the number of transactions a peer contributes in a given

time interval will be dependent on how other peers weigh its reputation and pricing function. We express this

relationship with a selection function σ(Ti, pi), a global black-box function which, given a peer’s current trust and

pricing function, determines the fraction of C the peer actually contributes. A concise explanation of the functions

and variables in our generalized model appears in Table III.

We now generalize our model for profit and trust in a reputation system by employing both the pricing and

selection functions. Inserting the selection function into Equations 25 and 13 and collecting terms yields our

generalized equations for profit and changing trust.

P = (πgt(d, T, ρ)kv − kpd)A + (kmCB + (kpp(T )− kc)C)σ(T, p)− κ (26)

∆T = (rgCG(1− T )− rbCBT )σ(T, p)− δT 2 (27)

9As before, we will ignore the subscript when all subjective variables in question relate to the same peer.
10Consider ρ to be similar to an average of the pricing functions of all other peers.
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TABLE III
DEFINITION OF GENERALIZED MODEL TERMS

Term Definition
di Fraction of maximum resource price a peer i pays (on average)

pi(Ti) Pricing function used by peer i to determine fraction of maximum resource price to charge for a
contribution

ρ() Global pricing function we assume all other peers use
σ(Ti, pi) Global selection function that determines the fraction of a peer’s contributions that are used given its

current reputation and the pricing function it uses
πgt(Di, Ti, ρ) Global function that determines the probability of a peer’s acquired resources being good based on the

price the peer is willing to pay (denoted by D), its reputation, and the pricing function used by the rest
of the peers

kv Utility of a full unit of acquired resources
kp Maximum price in utility of a full unit of contributed resources
kc Cost in utility of contributing at maximum capacity (C = 1)

Because σ(T, p) determines the fraction of contribution used in a unit of time, we must apply it to our change

in trust equation as well. Thus, we replace the multiplicative T in Equation 13 with σ(T, p) in Equation 27. The

selection function replaces the profit trust factor discussed in Section VII-A.

Notice that if σ(T ) 6= T , then we can no longer guarantee that T will remain between 0 and 1 even if rb+δ ≤ 1.11

The only way to maintain that guarantee is if both rbCB and δ are multiplied by the same T dependent term. To

restore the guarantee we would need to modify the decay term from δT 2 to δTσ(T ). However, this implies that

the rate of trust decay used by the reputation system is proportional to the selection function used by peers when

choosing resource providers based on reputation.

We now consider two constraints on the generalized model: one where we hold p(T ) constant, and one where

we hold σ(T, p) constant.

Notice that we can think of our original model from Equation 10 as a specific instance of Equation 26, but with

σ(T, p) = T and p(T ) = 1 for any value of T . We will denote this special pricing function, where ∀T p(T ) = 1,

as p̄(T ). In Equation 10 we had assumed that σ(T, p̄) = T for simplicity of illustration and analysis.

In an analysis similar to that presented previously in Section VII-A we varied σ(T, p) in both Eq. 26 and 27,

while keeping p(T ) = p̄(T ) = 1. The difference between these experiments and those in Section VII-A is that the

σ(T, p) term affecting ∆T was also changed here, while it remained σ(T, p) = T in the previous experiments.

Figure 26(a) shows how increasing the exponent on T increases the slow-start phase, before a peer’s trust rises

quickly. The more emphasis placed on reputation when selecting a peer, the less likely low reputation peers will

be chosen, resulting in a longer period of time to prove their trustworthiness.

Studying Figure 26(b) we see the effect of different selection functions on highly cooperative peers (C = CG = 1).

Notice that a longer reputation slow-start phase translates into a longer period of low profit, before reaching steady-

state where utility climbs linearly. Comparing the graph to Figure 21(a) we see a larger variation in the length of

the startup phase, before trust and profit stabilize. This behavior is most noticeable when comparing the curves for

11Discussed in Section III-C when decay was first introduced.
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σ = T
3

2 in the two graphs. Previously we did not take into account the affect that varying the selection function

(previously referred to as the profit trust factor) would have on ∆T . We believe this generalized form to be more

reasonable and consistent. If the selection function influences the amount of contribution affecting profit, it should

similarly influence the amount of contribution affecting reputation.

Figure 26(c) demonstrates the effects on highly malicious peers (CB = 0.99, CG = 0.01). Comparing to the

corresponding graph from Section VII-A (Fig. 21(b)) we see little difference. Because T begins at a very low

value (0.01) and only decreases, the additional σ(T, p) term in the trust equation (Eq. 27) has little effect on the

system behavior. Although, as before, the selection function term in the profit equation (Eq. 26) does considerably

influence the profit rate of malicious peers. Again, σ(T, p) = T gives the most desirable results. Limiting malicious

peers to negative profit while allowing good peers to quickly gain utility.

Instead of having a constant p(T ) and having a variable σ(T, p), we could conversely imagine a σ(T, p) that

produced one constant value for any T . If all peers could price their contributions so that the expected risk of

receiving a bogus resource is offset by the lower cost. This means that for any resource, no matter what price
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dkp is offered, the related risk πgt(d, T, ρ) changes so that (πgt(d, T, ρ)kv − kpd) always remains constant.12

Consequently, all peers would be able to contribute their full capacity, but more reputable peers would generate

more profit for the same contributive capacity. We denote the special pricing function where the price of a certain

peer’s contribution exactly offsets the expected risk from transacting with a peer of their reputation as p∗(T ).

Expressed mathematically

∀T σ(T, p∗) = 1 (28)

Every peer’s contributive capacity is equally likely to be used. The advantage of σ(T, p∗) = 1 is that T will

reach steady-state much faster by negating the slow-start reputation effect, as low reputation peers perform more

transactions per round from which to judge their behavior.

Unfortunately, p∗(T ) does not handle malicious peers well. Notice that if σ(T, p∗) = 1 in Equation 26, then

purely malicious peers will generate positive profit if km > kc, regardless of p∗(T ). In other words, if malicious

peers derive sufficient “pleasure” from harming the system by distributing bad content, then they are benefiting

from the system as long as they are allowed to make contributions, even if they do not receive payment for them.

Preferably, σ(T, p∗) resembles a step function that rises from 0 to 1 at T = T (0)− ε, for some very small epsilon.

This would allow new good peers to quickly raise their reputations. A peer whose reputation falls below T (0) will

be ignored for the remainder of their stay in the system, with no hope of redemption. Of course, such a node could

change its identity and reenter the system, but if they misbehave will quickly find itself ignored once again.

IX. DISCUSSION

A. Credits and Economic Stimulation

One remaining question is how credits are distributed to the peers in the system. One solution is to allow peers

to purchase credits using using real money at a certain exchange rate, rx.13 Ideally the monetary price of credits

should outweigh their cooperative price. If not, peers will rather purchase credits with money than acquiring them

by contributing resources, lowering the total value of the network. Given that kc, the cost of contributing (see

Equation 2), is strictly less than kp, the payment for contributing, then this condition is satisfied as rxkp > rxkc.

Now any peer may acquire credits using real-world money if it wishes. However, a stranger’s low reputation

limits their total credit income rate, encouraging them to purchase credits in order to use the network to acquire

resources during their reputation slow-start phase. Paying the extra price of direct currency conversion in order to

gain instant access to offered resources is another aspect of the penalty, or tax, on strangers.

Over time the system may lose currency as nodes leave the network abruptly with positive credit balances. Also,

peers that contribute more than they spend will hoard credits. To avoid global stagnation the system can periodically

inject credits into the network in the form of payments or rewards. The question is what peers should be paid?

12Given that πgt is independent of T .
13For consistency, let rx be the exchange rate for credits to real-world.
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One solution is to give credits to nodes that need it the most; those with zero credits. Unfortunately, this would

encourage nodes to freeride, as nodes that are not contributing will be earning no credits and have 0 balance.

Another choice is to reward nodes that contribute the most, regardless of the rate they spend credits. Of course

these nodes are likely to have high income rates and large credit balances already.

We suggest rewarding the peers who generate the most global wealth. Wealth in our system is produced whenever

a transaction occurs. The peer serving a resource is paid more than what serving it cost them. The peer acquiring the

resource values it more than the credits the peer paid for it. Therefore, the peer participating in the most transactions

will be helping to increase the total wealth. Using our earlier variable A (the amount of resources acquired) this

translates to

{Node s|(Cs + As) = max (Cx + Ax)∀x ∈ N} (29)

where N is the set of all nodes. We call this node the maximum economic stimulator. In our ideal economic model

we assumed every node spent all their credits, so that A ∝ C. In this case the maximum economic stimulator is

the node with highest C.

B. Time-variable Cooperative Capacity

X. RELATED WORK

Significant effort has been put into understanding how to effectively design reputation and/or incentive schemes

(e.g. [9], [5], [17]). We briefly mention two examples that closely relate to the method we have presented here.

Huberman and Wu [12] developed a sophisticated economic model of reputation over time that they use to study

the endogenous dynamics or reputations. Geared towards the economics community, they focus on the stability and

equilibria of reputation for persistent service providers with long-term relationships with a large customer base.

In [8], Feldman et al study the problem of whitewashers using the Prisoner’s Dilemma model for interactions. They

propose a reciprocative decision function to minimize the benefits of whitewashing without excessively punishing

new users. In our model we assume certain parameters are static when this is not necessarily the case. For example,

we assume a global constant value for initial trust T0. Feldman et al. [8] suggest dynamically varying the initial

trust in strangers based upon the behavior of past strangers. This allows the system to be optimistic when few

whitewashers are present, but quickly throttle back if the number of defecting strangers increases. As demonstrated

in Sections VII and VIII, it is possible to replace such constants with variable functions, leading to further discussion

and analysis of appropriate functions and their effects. In addition, their work inspired our transactional model.
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XII. CONCLUSION

We have presented an economic model of peer behavior in a resource exchange environment with reputation

management. The model is sufficiently simple and extensible to support detailed analysis. Our simulations show it

adequately captures the properties of a simplified trading system. Applying our model we have been able to shed

light on various important system design questions.

Using the analytic model, we elucidated on the desirable properties of reputation systems. We have discussed the

tradeoffs associated with how provider selection is influenced by reputation information. We investigated how tying

request response rate to the requestor’s reputation can improve performance for well-behaved users, especially

in times of high-load. Finally, we demonstrated that using both transaction quality and quantity in calculating

reputation outperforms using only quality or quantity.

Our model has exposed “hidden” parameters and functions in trading systems such as πgt(T ) and σ(T, p). Though

a system may not explicitly state these parameters, every system inherently exhibits a particular behavior, based on

the design choices. Considering the impact of these choices beforehand will lead to better choices.
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APPENDIX I
MATHEMATICAL DERIVATIONS

Here we present the derivations of various equations to help the reader understand the process.

A. Utility Over Time

∫

Pdt =

∫

(πgtkvA− kuA + (kmCB + kpC − kcC)T (t)− κ)dt

U(t) = πgtkvAt− kuAt + (kmCB + kpC − kcC)

∫

T (t)dt− κt + Y

= (πgtkvA− kuA− κ)t + (kmCB + kpC − kcC)
ln((rgCG + rbCB + δ)ergCGt + Z)

rgCG + rbCB + δ
+ Y

= (πgtkvA− kuA− κ)t + (kmCB + kpC − kcC)

ln

(

(rgCG + rbCB + δ)(ergCGt − 1) + rgCG

T (0)

)

rgCG + rbCB + δ
+ Y

where Y = U(0)− (kmCB + kpC − kcC)
ln

( rgCG

T (0)

)

rgCG + rbCB + δ

U(t) = (πgtkvA− kuA− κ)t + (kmCB + kpC − kcC)

ln

(

(rgCG + rbCB + δ)(ergCGt − 1) T (0)
rgCG

+ 1

)

rgCG + rbCB + δ
+ U(0)

(30)

B. Generalized Trust Over Time (with σ(T, p∗) = 1)

∫

∆Tdt =

∫

(rgCG(1− T (t))− (rbCB + δ)T (t))����
σ(T, p∗)dt

T (t) =
rgCG

rgCG + rbCB + δ
+ Z · e−(rgCG+rbCB+δ)t

where Z = T (0)− rgCG

rgCG + rbCB + δ

(31)
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